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PRODUCTION NOTES
“When I was a kid, my dad read me the Peter Rabbit books, so I always had an
emotional tie to him – and when I had kids, I read the books to them,” says Will Gluck,
the co-writer/director of the famous bunny’s first big screen adventure, Peter Rabbit.
“The thing I love most is that Peter is a little mischief-maker. I thought it was a great
opportunity to take that little nugget, what Beatrix Potter gave Peter, expand that
personality trait and make it our own contemporary story.”
And who better to give Peter his voice than James Corden, a mischief-maker in his
own right, who puts aside the wit and gets emotional when it comes to playing the
impish rabbit in a little blue coat. “It’s a wonderful story that owes everything to Beatrix
Potter,” he says. “I felt incredibly honored that Will thought my voice could lend itself
to this adored rabbit. I met a kid who was so excited – he said, ‘You’re going to be
Peter Rabbit,’ and I said, ‘No, Peter Rabbit is Peter Rabbit, he just needed a voice for
this film.”
In the film, Peter’s war with Old Mr. McGregor, keeper of the vegetable garden, takes
a turn when the old man kicks the bucket (a victory Peter is all too happy to claim for
himself). But when his great-nephew, Mr. Thomas McGregor (Domhnall Gleeson),
inherits the place, Peter realizes that the battle for control of the vegetable garden –
and the heart of their next-door neighbor, Bea (Rose Byrne) – has only just begun. To
help, Peter is enlisting his family and friends – sisters Flopsy, Mopsy, and Cotton-tail,
cousin Benjamin Bunny, Jemima Puddle-Duck, Mr. Jeremy Fisher, Mrs. Tiggy-Winkle,
and other characters author and illustrator Beatrix Potter created in her original tales.
And because Peter Rabbit is so beloved, especially throughout the British
Commonwealth, Gluck was able to attract an all-star cast to bring these famous
characters to life, including Margot Robbie, Elizabeth Debicki, and Daisy Ridley as the
triplets, Grammy winner Sia as Mrs. Tiggy-Winkle, and David Wenham as Johnny
Town-Mouse.
In addition, the live-action cast did double duty behind the microphone, as Domhnall
Gleeson plays the frog Mr. Jeremy Fisher, Rose Byrne voiced Jemima Puddle-Duck,
and Sam Neill – on camera as Old Mr. McGregor – gives voice to Tommy Brock, the
badger.
For the animation, Gluck and fellow producer Zareh Nalbandian partnered with
Nalbandian’s animation and VFX studio Animal Logic, whose previous credits include
The LEGO® Movie, Happy Feet, and other films, for a film that would combine
animation with live action. “We wanted to use as many of the Beatrix Potter characters
as possible to honor what she created,” continues Gluck. “We’re all familiar with the
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beautiful watercolor paintings – if they were to come to life in the real world, we hope
this is what they would look like.”
The inspiration was Potter’s original illustrations. “Will and I went to see the original
pictures at the Beatrix Potter archives in London. She literally painted them at the size
that they are in the books,” Nalbandian explains. “The challenge was to start with such
small works and to maintain the integrity of the characters that are so beloved in the
books, while we bring Peter into the 21st Century. It was a huge opportunity for us to
do something that's never been seen before.”
One way of maintaining the integrity of the original paintings was to refer to the
illustrations whenever possible. “Our goal was to make the rabbits and the other
animal characters look like real animals but with clothes and expressions that the
books suggest,” says Gluck.
The look of the film was only one part of maintaining the integrity of the characters –
just as important was ensuring that Peter behaved as Peter – a character who takes
risks and enjoys a good prank, but one whose good heart shines through.
“Peter is told not to go into McGregor’s garden because his father was put into a pie
for going into the garden. What does he do? He goes into the garden. That’s who Peter
is – there's nothing more you can tell someone who’s like that,” Gluck explains. “He
has that impishness, but also a bold confidence and a self-delusion that he's always
right, when he’s actually often wrong. He’s never in doubt, though, so he keeps
charging forward until he realizes he's gone too far.”
But even as Peter faces the music because of his daring bullheadedness, his true
character emerges. “He comes to realize that he has to take care of his cousin and his
three sisters, and although he wouldn’t admit it to himself, he realizes that there might
be shades to Mr. Thomas McGregor,” Gluck continues. “Peter is adolescent who starts
to appreciate that things aren’t always black and white.”
Protecting these elements of Peter’s character was extremely important to the
filmmakers; every step of the way, they worked closely with the guardians of the Beatrix
Potter legacy, the publishers at Frederick Warne & Co., Ltd., a division of Penguin
Random House, which has published Beatrix Potter’s Original Peter Rabbit Books™
since 1902.
“We’re hugely excited about this new adventure for Peter Rabbit and the opportunity
to bring him to a whole new generation of fans via the big screen.” says Susan
Bolsover, director of licensing and consumer products for Frederick Warne & Co. Ltd,
part of Penguin Random House. “We were thrilled that Will Gluck was keen to capture
the essence of Beatrix Potter’s books and particularly the mischievous and loveable
nature of Peter Rabbit, which is hugely important.”
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Hugely important, because through Peter’s mischief (and their own), children learn how
far they can push their boundaries – and how to face any consequences with grace.
“Although there’s a moral to the story, I don’t feel children feel they’re being preached
to in that moral,” she says. “I think that’s why it particularly works. And who doesn’t
love a bit of mischief?”
Bolsover thinks that the PETER RABBIT™ movie will connect with 2018 audiences in
a similar way that the book did for readers in 1902 because those themes of adventure
and mischief are timeless. “I think Beatrix Potter was able to reach so many people
with The Tale of Peter Rabbit because it’s a funny, timeless story that captures
children’s imaginations,” she adds. “Beatrix understood the importance of talking to
children on their own level and created a story, set in the natural world that all children
would recognize with themes that would be universally appealing.”
Another way that the filmmakers honored the Potter legacy was by filming scenes in
England’s Lake District, a part of the English countryside where Potter lived and
became a huge influence on her work; after her death in 1943, Potter bequeathed most
of her estate – her farms, her land, her artwork, her sheep – to the National Trust,
which has been looking after that legacy for more than 70 years.
John Moffat, General Manager for the National Trust’s Beatrix Potter places, notes,
“Beatrix Potter left the National Trust a large legacy and caring for her home, Hill Top,
many original artworks and farms and land are a huge part of our role as a conservation
charity in the Lake District. She was an amazing woman and we’re keen to share her
work and tales with families everywhere. We’re all very excited about the movie, and
hope that the film will bring new audiences into contact with Beatrix and inspire them
to make a visit to the places in the Lakes that inspired her to write her classic tales.”
“It was incredibly important to go to the Lake District,” says Gluck. “That’s where the
movie is set; it’s where Beatrix Potter lived, where she wrote her stories and painted
her pictures. We tried to create a world that looks exactly like it did in all her books;
we were inspired to take every little moment, everything she ever wrote or painted, and
construct our world around that.”

CASTING AND CHARACTERS
“The cast of the film is an embarrassment of riches,” says Gluck. “We were very lucky
to get all these people, and we used the actors’ expressions when we started building
the animation, so the characteristics of Peter and the other animals are embodied by
the voice cast.”
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PETER RABBIT – VOICED BY JAMES CORDEN
Peter Rabbit is an impetuous, mischievous, but good-hearted rabbit who lives in a
burrow with his sisters and cousin Benjamin Bunny. Despite being caught many times,
Peter can’t help but sneak into his garden to steal fruits and veggies for his family and
his lack of fear gets him into trouble often.
The film’s eponymous hero is voiced by James Corden, who brings a perfect balance
of mischief and charm to the role.
“It was always the dream to have James as Peter; we essentially wrote the role for
him,” says Gluck. “He has the ideal combination of exuberance and sweetness and is
of course very, very funny.”
Says Corden “he thinks he has power and ability beyond what’s expected of him. He
has that confidence and zest for life – the type of rabbit that doesn’t say ‘why,’ he says
‘why not.’”
“Peter had to feel timeless,” says executive producer Jodi Hildebrand. “The key to it
was a voice that we wanted to follow on any adventure he chose to go on, and James
Corden is that voice and that personality. He’s funny and charming and mischievous,
and for us that was the linchpin of bringing Peter to life.”
Corden says, again, it all comes back to the character Beatrix Potter created. “I think
Peter gets away with his mischief because of his sweet and adorable nature,” he says.
“You just can’t help but smile when you see him.”

BEA – ROSE BYRNE
McGregor’s next-door neighbor, Bea, has given up the city life to move to a small
cottage to attempt to prove herself as a painter. She feels isolated, save for a set of
diminutive, furry friends: the rabbits. Peter is her favorite, and she is his.
Rose Byrne takes the role. “Bea is stubborn and determined, but she's also torn. Her
talent lies with her animal paintings, not her human portraits, but she doesn't take that
form seriously and hence doesn't feel like a true artist,” she says. “The animals are her
friends and her family, a bit like Snow White meets Jane Goodall.”
“Will’s ambition was a very modern take on a classic tale, which is hard to do,” Byrne
continues. “It's so beloved so you have to be really tender, but I thought it was
genuinely very funny.”
“Rose is luminous,” says Hildebrand. “She is that person who everyone loves, which
was so necessary for our film because Peter loves her, the triplets love her, Benjamin
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loves her and Thomas McGregor falls in love with her. The audience had to believe
the strength of that love, and with Rose they can.”
The challenge for Byrne would come in acting in a film against a lead character that
would be animated after photography. “You have to harness your imaginative powers
as much as you can in those scenes,” she explains. “It's incredibly technical, so besides
the director, there are so many heads of departments who need to be watching your
every movement — visual effects, special effects, camera department, art department.
There are so many complicated steps to creating a successful portrayal of the
character and her interaction with her screen partners, a lot of moving parts.”

THOMAS McGREGOR - DOMHNALL GLEESON
Thomas McGregor has risen through the ranks of London’s famed department store
Harrods, working diligently – some might say obsessively – towards the post of
Associate General Manager, only to find that the position has gone to a man who
doesn't deserve it. When he inherits the McGregor manor (and its attached vegetable
garden), Thomas sees a chance to sell it in order to finance his own toy shop.
A man who wants everything neat, tidy, and in its place, Thomas is about to meet his
match in Peter.
“What’s the worst place you could put someone like Thomas? In a dirty garden with
little rabbits trying to mess it up,” says Gluck. “He’s driven to distraction.”
“He's a little bit uptight, and gets fired through no fault of his own,” he notes. “And then
he meets somebody who changes his life.”
Two somebodies, actually – there’s Bea, the sweet and generous next-door neighbor
who sees something in Thomas, and then there’s Peter, the rabbit who turns his garden
(and his life) upside down.
In fact, at the beginning of the film, Thomas’ motivation is centered around revenge.
“He has been swearing to himself that he would find a way to get back at Harrods,” he
notes. “When he finds out he’s inherited the manor, he sees it only as an opportunity
to fix it up and sell it, to make enough money to start his own toy shop.” It’s no surprise
that when Peter begins to make a mess of the garden, he similarly begins a vendetta
– no matter how crazy that is.
And McGregor’s feud with Peter starts with vegetables, but it’s taken to the next level
as they rival for Bea’s affections. “It’s a really tricky balance to have a villain who
becomes a love interest,” says Hildebrand. “Domhnall was perfect for this part because
he can do it all – he gets huge laughs out of this tightly wound character… then turn
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into an Irish Buster Keaton with big physical comedy… then melts like a puppy in Bea’s
arms. He can truly do it all.”
“Thomas and Bea are very different people,” says Gleeson. “She's kind and caring,
and sees that he's strange but doesn't treat him badly for it. Any other woman he's
shown interest in has been immediately put off by his uptightness. Bea seems to find
it funny and sweet, and she's relaxed enough for the two of them. He tells her that he
likes her art, and that means something to her.”
Gleeson says that Gluck’s approach to the comedy of the part was what attracted him
to the role. “We operated on the principle that it needed to work for everybody, but we
never said, ‘We’d better do this because it's a kids' film’ or ‘We’d better add a joke in
here for the adults,’” he notes. “Will approached the film with the perspective that funny
is funny, and funny will be funny for people of every age.”

OLD MR. McGREGOR – PORTRAYED BY SAM NEILL
As the film opens, Peter’s longstanding family feud with Old Mr. McGregor is at full tilt:
all the rabbits want to do is eat the bountiful produce that he so diligently grows in his
garden, and all Old Mr. McGregor wants to do is catch them and bake them into a pie
(as he successfully did with Peter’s father).
Sam Neill, who portrays the curmudgeonly farmer, wryly notes that Potter’s stories,
which he’d read to his own children, are told with bias from the rabbits’ point of view.
“If you look at it from Old Mr. McGregor's point of view, what have rabbits ever done to
contribute?” asks Neill. “They've eaten, they've bred, and they want to come in and
take the fruits of his labor. He sees them as barbarians beyond the gate; what's outside
is chaos. I see him as a much beleaguered, industrious man, and a hero for our times,”
he kids.
Although only on set for a short time, Neill was seen by the filmmakers and crew as
the perfect embodiment of this much-maligned character. “Will wanted to stick to the
original Beatrix Potter creation, literally down to the shirt buttons,” says the film’s
costume designer, Lizzy Gardiner. “I dressed Sam in a fat suit, cashmere and wool.
Given the heat, we had to use a complex air-conditioned suit underneath, and plug him
in between shots.”
Rose Byrne, the one live actor Neill played against, says, “Sam is hilarious and such a
professional. I think he really enjoyed himself underneath all the make-up and the fat
suit and the weird collars. He had a twinkle in his eye; he was having a lot of fun.”
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FLOPSY, MOPSY and COTTON-TAIL – VOICED BY MARGOT ROBBIE,
ELIZABETH DEBICKI and DAISY RIDLEY
Beatrix Potter’s The Tale of Peter Rabbit begins with the now famous words:
“Once upon a time there were four little Rabbits, and their names were Flopsy, Mopsy,
Cotton-tail, and Peter.”
The three sisters are as much part of the landscape of many childhoods as their brother
is. As PETER RABBIT™ opens, their mother has passed away, and Peter is
determined to be a responsible older sibling and caretaker to the trio. (At least, that’s
his intention.)
“We approached the characters by imagining that Peter Rabbit is about 16 (human)
years old, and Flopsy, Mopsy, and Cotton-tail are tweens,” explains Gluck. “Even
though they’re triplets, they’re very distinct. Flopsy is nervous about everything. She’s
insecure and fighting for her place among her sisters. Especially with Mopsy – the
oldest, bossiest and most-refined. She likes being in charge…when Peter’s not around.
Cotton-tail quite simply marches to the beat of her own drum. She ultimately ends up
being the greatest warrior but is a little bit off-kilter; every time she says something, all
the rabbits think, ‘Wait, what?’”
“Flopsy has a bit of a middle child syndrome,” says Robbie. “She’s very jealous that
she’s not the oldest sister, and I think she feels that she gets bossed around by
Mopsy. She has a nervous energy – she sometimes doubts herself.”
Robbie says that she was a massive Peter Rabbit fan as a child. “I had little teacups
and saucers with Peter Rabbit and all of the other characters painted on them,” she
recalls. “I’ve kept all of those, and I want to give them to my children one day. These
characters are so timeless; it’s a magical, simple world, and it’s nice to escape into
that.”
Debicki agrees that her character, Mopsy, “is a little bossy,” she says. “Maybe a better
way to put it is that she’s headstrong; she’s an adorable, one-foot-tall rebel. She’s
smart, she’s feisty, and she’s very adorable.”
Debicki says that she was thrilled to be part of a film based on these timeless stories.
“I think that Beatrix Potter’s stories have lasted the test of time because the characters
are so beautiful and genuine, charming and funny and mischievous,” she continues.
“Kids have always been able to project themselves into those characters and into these
lessons about love, family, community.”
“Cotton-tail is a loose cannon,” says Ridley. “She’s a bit mental and scruffy around the
edges. The sisters are all integral to Peter’s success for the garden; they love each
other very much, but they argue hilariously along the way. They each have a vital role
to play.”
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Like her co-stars, Ridley grew up admiring Beatrix Potter’s creations. “My sisters and
I used to go to a violin course in the Lake District – we’d go to the Beatrix Potter
museum all the time,” she says.
Audiences can also expect many of Peter’s friends to make appearances in the film.
Peter’s cousin, Benjamin Bunny, is very sweet and loyal and always by Peter’s side,
even if he’s warning him against some mischief; the role is voiced by Colin Moody.
Johnny Town-Mouse, an overconfident city mouse, way too proud of his home town,
is voiced by David Wenham. Pigling Bland, voiced by Ewen Leslie, is posh,
meticulous and judgmental, but will accept an invitation to fun if he gets the chance.
Mrs. Tiggy-Winkle – an aging hedgehog who’s always looking for a little spice in her
life – is voiced by pop superstar Sia.
The film’s live action cast also got in on the fun with Sam Neill voicing Tommy Brock,
the badger, a lovable lug who’s not always the sharpest hoe in the shed, Rose Byrne
giving voice to Jemima Puddle-Duck, a bit of a worry wart, until a party helps her
loosen up, and Domhnall Gleeson bringing life to Mr. Jeremy Fisher, a gentlemanly
frog.

ABOUT THE PRODUCTION
DESIGN AND ANIMATION PROCESS
“I wanted the audiences to forget this was an animated film,” says Will Gluck of his
approach to the direction. “Hopefully, after the first few minutes of getting acclimated
to the fact that animals are talking and wearing clothes, it just feels real to the
audience.”
The animation was overseen by producer Zareh Nalbandian and his company Animal
Logic, which previously produced the animated hits The Lego Movie (and its sequel,
The Lego Batman Movie) and Happy Feet. “For Will, all the animated characters in
PETER RABBIT™ exist just like the characters played by Rose and Domhnall,” he
says. “As we approached the animation, we had the same kinds of questions for him
that the live-action actors might ask. ‘How do you want Benjamin Bunny to feel? How
do you want him to emote?’ It’s all about performance. We consider our characters as
real characters, so our dialogue with Will was on that level. For our animators, that
was fantastic because Will didn’t put restrictions on anything, but it was also immensely
challenging. This was probably the most complex film that we've made at Animal
Logic.”
The film features not just rabbits but pigs, badgers, sparrows, and more, each with
different skin or fur or feathers, some clad in clothing that gets dirty, torn and wet.
Costume designer Lizzy Gardiner not only oversaw the costuming of the live-action
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cast – she was also brought in early in the design phase to help determine what the
animated animals would wear. “It was a challenge,” says Gardiner, “because we were
trying to stay true to Beatrix Potter’s vision while also modernizing what she had done.
As we got further into it, we realized that every single choice she made, she made for
a good reason.”
The production ran parallel animation and live action units during principal
photography, with editors cutting scenes while the film was shooting, and storyboard
artists drawing over cut scenes to represent where the animals might be.
With that, Gluck could get a sense of the film he had shot and the possibilities for
animation. And with that, he discovered the great blessing and curse of animation:
you can always change it. “You don’t have that in live-action – you shoot the scene,
and the scene’s over. In animation, anyone can say, ‘Here’s an idea that could improve
the scene.’ And while the animators were sleeping, I was rewriting,” he says – noting
that the animators were ready for it. “There were over 400 people working on Peter
Rabbit. They were all studying their small portion of the film and coming up with the
most wonderful ideas. The ‘what-ifs’ were the fun part of this movie.”

SPECIAL EFFECTS AND VISUAL EFFECTS
The PETER RABBIT™ screenplay called for scenes of exploding fruit and vegetables,
fireworks, electrocutions, and fierce human-rabbit battles.
Given that Will Gluck’s vision was that these scenes should play out more like Saving
Private Ryan than Bambi, the collaboration and understanding between the special
effects department on set and the visual effects department in the animation studio
would be vital.
Peter Stubbs was engaged as the film’s Special Effects Supervisor, and Tom Wood
and Will Reichelt were brought on as Visual Effects Supervisors.
Stubbs is usually asked to supervise the effects on action films like Ghost Rider and
television series like “The Pacific,” and was drawn to PETER RABBIT™ by the chance
to do something very different. “It was a sweet story and funny, a good change from
what we normally would do,” he says. “Will, Tom and I had many meetings about what
should be real and what should be computer-generated, and what each unit needed
to monitor to ensure the end results would marry well. Simple elements like dust or rain
can make the visual effects job very hard. My unit needed to know where the rabbits
and other animals would travel through the frame, what they might rub against, how
they would move.”
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Realizing Gluck’s vision for a battle with exploding fruit and vegetables required a lot
of messy trial and error, Stubbs says. “We had to design little explosions that
represented the firecrackers that Thomas throws at the rabbits. The rabbits retaliate
by firing fruit, so we did lots of experiments exploding organic matter to the point where
my workshop was literally covered with little bits of dried up fruit and vegetables. We
built soft fruit, and made our own specialized guns to shoot the fruit exactly where we
wanted it to go.”
PETER RABBIT™ was Tom Wood’s first film that combines live-action with animation.
“Looking at the script, I could see that every page had a challenge, but the joy is how
you approach them on a day to day basis,” he explains. “What excited me most was
the chance to bring the character of Peter Rabbit to life in a way that hadn’t been seen
on film, in a photorealistic way. That was a fantastic challenge.”
Wood and Reichelt mapped out the rules of this world with Gluck. They had many
questions that might not ever be addressed in the film itself – How is it that the animals
can talk? Is that something that’s just accepted as part of the cinematic universe being
created? Who makes their clothes? How do they wash their clothes? – but would
determine how the visual effects department would approach the work in creating and
animating the characters. “You have to ask all these kinds of questions,” says Reichelt,
“and then, eventually, you whittle it down to the characters themselves and their
relationships to each other, and how they then relate to the human world.”
The visual effects team was structured into a main unit and a plate unit. The main unit,
headed by Reichelt, dealt with everything involving the live actors and interactions they
have with the CG characters in scenes. The plate unit, managed by Wood and directed
by Head of Story Kelly Baigent, dealt with shots and scenes featuring only CG
characters. There were always two Animal Logic animation supervisors on set from
these units to monitor and convey the necessary information to the live action crew.
Gluck didn’t want it to feel like there was a miniature world for the animals and a larger
world for the human characters, but rather a continuous world with no seams. “The
cliché choice would be to shoot all the rabbit ground level footage as miniature, with a
super shallow depth of field, to give a sense that everything feels large to them, but
Will wanted a very different feel,” says Wood. “We shot it as if the rabbits are just
slightly smaller people. All the conversations work in the same way that conversations
work between humans.”
In animating the characters, the animators once again looked to Beatrix Potter’s
original illustrations for inspiration: though the character walks on two legs and wears
his signature blue jacket, Potter drew a rabbit that was otherwise realistic. “Peter
stands up, he wears a jacket, he has James Corden’s voice, but he’s also a real rabbit,
so we had to incorporate rabbit-like twitches of ears and nose into a complex, nuanced,
anthropomorphic performance,” says Wood. “We had to make sure that we were
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visually supporting what James was conveying with his vocal performance, creating
subtle eyebrow raises to convey sarcasm, for example. There was a delicate balance
to be struck.”
For the main unit shots, as the actors performed scenes that would feature the
animated characters, it was important to allow the actors to hold something in frame
(rather than pantomime) for two reasons. First, it was the best way to get a good
physical performance from the actors, and second, the visual effects team could use
the photography as reference for the way light in the scene would fall on the CG
animals. “We had a very high quality stuffy of Peter made that was held out in front of
the camera, and twisted and turned and so we could see him from all angles. We also
had traditional VFX silver and grey balls, which captured the reflected light and gave
us a check for lighting and color,” says Wood. The effects team also created VFX balls
with different fur and cloth finishes, representing each of the different characters, to
show how light and wind would affect each one differently.
The dramatic scene in which the burrow is exploded and the tree falls into Bea’s
conservatory was the most detailed interaction between special and visual effects,
achieved with a practical, live explosion and a combination of practical and digital
breakage on the cottage to get the final effect. The tree had to be made and installed
by the special effects team in the location, with a hinge so that it could fall over and be
raised against for successive takes. The tree was then digitally extended by the visual
effects team during post production.
Despite such complex choreography, the scenes of dramatic action weren’t the most
complex for visuals effects team, which were instead those moments involving close
interaction between human actors and the CG characters. “You have to do a lot of fine,
detailed work to make it feel like the characters are actually touching each other,”
explains Reichelt. “The physics of how they move, the way that Peter’s fur needs to
respond if McGregor’s fingers are digging into it and pushing it back away from the
grain, the way that they shadow or reflect onto each other – all of that requires a lot of
painstaking, frame-by-frame work to get it to perfectly mesh together.”

THE LIVE ACTION SHOOT
The film’s location and studio shoots took place in London, in the Lake District, and in
Sydney, Australia.
The Australian part of the shoot was scheduled for the early months of the year, during
the Australia’s summer season. Sydney offered a particularly beautiful, verdant
location – Centennial Park, one of the oldest planted spaces in Australia, laid out by
English gardeners and containing English trees – in which to construct the McGregor
manor and Bea’s cottage.
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“We built a world that we hope looks exactly like it did in Beatrix Potter’s books,” says
Gluck. “We took every little detail, reverse engineered what it would look like in the
context of the real world, then built it.”
Roger Ford, who had helped craft the visual worlds of the Babe films, the Narnia films,
and P.J. Hogan’s Peter Pan, was engaged as the film’s production designer. His first
major task was the design and construction of the manor house and the cottage.
“Several of us went to the Lake District on a research trip,” says Ford. “The manor
house we built is very typical of the construction techniques of the region, and Bea’s
cottage mimics Beatrix Potter’s Yew Tree Farm cottage, a white stucco building with a
slate roof.”
On set, both buildings were built from timber and plywood and covered in burlap, with
the stonework and roofing made of plaster. For Bea’s cottage, however, Gluck and
Ford decided to construct a building with a complete interior – unusual for a feature
film. Though it’s usually most efficient to build a shell exterior and shoot the interior
scenes on a soundstage, the unique requirements of Bea’s cottage turned that on its
head.
“A lot of the action takes place in Bea's glass-roofed conservatory,” notes Ford,
explaining that every scene shot in the conservatory would have to look out, through
the glass, onto the McGregor manor and the vegetable garden. “It seemed to me that
trying to do the interiors on a soundstage and convincingly back all that glass would
be problematic. It would be much easier if we created the interiors inside the exterior,
so that the camera could look out of Bea’s conservatory and onto the manor house.”
Because of its practical interiors, the cottage had to be weatherproof inside and out.
During the shoot, it could be over 100 degrees Fahrenheit under a baking sun one
moment, and torrential rain the next.
The scale of the animal characters affected certain elements of the set that normally
wouldn’t need finishing. “You normally don’t need to dress under the axle of a utility
truck – but on Peter Rabbit, every little component down there had to be perfect
because the characters and therefore the camera were going to be right down there.
We had to examine everything in minute detail.”
Ford found an artist who could create Bea’s rabbit paintings, mimicking Potter’s style,
scaled up. “Potter’s paintings are tiny — there is a museum in the Lake District housing
some of the originals, and they’re very small,” he says. “We've gone bigger so you can
see them onscreen the movie, but they’re very similar in style to the Beatrix Potter
originals.”
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The other key location, of course, is McGregor’s garden. “The garden is the rabbits’
nirvana,” says Gluck. “It contains everything the rabbits could possibly want. Once
they’ve tasted its bounties, and it's taken away from them, they can't un-taste it.”
“We needed to convey the garden from Peter's point of view — rich, lush, full of
pleasure,” adds Nalbandian. “Peter can't but help himself to go into it yet again and get
into trouble yet again.”
The garden was an ongoing development between Roger Ford’s art department and
Jack Elliott, the film’s Head Greensman, who would take charge of growing 22 different
vegetable and fruit varieties.
Before a single seed was sown, the filmmakers ensured that the garden would fit all of
their needs. “Will was focused on the size of the garden — was it big enough?” says
Ford. “We mapped out an area of the same size on the floor of the studio. Will wanted
to see how high things were, both for the logistics of certain shots as well as for the
impact of scale, so we set up structures to mimic the plant heights. Peter Menzies, Jr.,
the Director of Photography, was then concerned it wasn't broad enough for the chase
scenes, so we enlarged those dimensions. It eventually reached the scale where we
all thought, ‘That's it, it’s perfect.’”
Every plant in the garden had to be a variety that would grow in the Lake District.
Beyond that, the world was open to them. The script had a few specific gags that
referenced a particular fruit or vegetable; others were chosen for color.
From there, Elliott worked out how to create a garden in a static condition – the action
in the film takes place over a week or two, but the film shoot took eight weeks. “We
staged the vegetables,” says Elliott. “Everything was in a pot so we could change them
out easily. We used liquid fertilizing to try to get them ready in time, and watched the
weather carefully.”
For some plants, Elliott would create oversized amalgams. Eight tomato plants were
stacked to create one. A late call for sunflowers resulted in artificial plants being slowly
replaced out with real sunflowers as they grew in.
Roger Ford was greatly impressed with the construction and the greens teams. “The
questions keeping me up at night were, ‘How are we going to create slate roofs, which
are so tricky to do?’ ‘How are we going to grow this incredible garden in time?’ The
plastering team, the construction team, the paint department and the greens team were
all brilliant. Despite the high temperatures, leaks, winds and rain, everyone contributed
to achieve amazing results.”
“It was unbelievable to go from sitting in our office in Los Angeles looking at drawings
and references of British manors and gardens, to go to location and to be able to see
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and touch them,” says Hildebrand. “It was the most gorgeous set – everything we
imagined – and it made me sad to think that it wasn’t going to be permanent.”

FILMING IN HARRODS
PETER RABBIT™ is one of the very few films for which the world’s most famous
department store, Harrods, allowed filming inside their Knightsbridge, London store.
Harrods is exceptionally busy, welcoming thousands of visitors every day, so hosting
a film of the scale of PETER RABBIT™ inside the historic building was no easy feat.
The store has over 7,500 employees working on the shop floor, and has been selling
toys based on characters from Beatrix Potter’s books since at least 1910. Potter was
a local Knightsbridge resident, and there are references to Harrods in the personal
diary she kept as a 17-year-old girl.
“McGregor works at a place that is symbolic of a bustling city – just the opposite of
where Peter Rabbit lives,” says Hildebrand. “Harrods is an iconic place with a long,
intimate connection to Beatrix Potter and her world – it was a perfect fit for us, and we
were ecstatic that they were very excited to have us – they went above and beyond to
host the shoot. We shot exteriors during the day, and interiors at night, outside of the
store hours. They were late, long nights, but it was an incredible place in which to film.”
Security was tight — from 9:00pm until 9:00am, the doors were locked while filming
took place. Staff from various departments – from the Toy Department to the store’s
engineers to the cafeteria staff, who donated their restaurant space for the 100-person
crew to eat in – were personally involved in making the shoot possible.

STUNT WORK
While the choreography of the rabbit stunt work could be meticulously and digitally
controlled by the animation team at Animal Logic, the human stunt work in PETER
RABBIT™ rested primarily on the shoulders of one actor — Domhnall Gleeson, playing
Thomas McGregor.
Lawrence Woodward, Stunt Coordinator, and Ben Smith-Petersen, Gleeson’s stunt
double, had a two-week rehearsal period with Gleeson. Each day, the actor worked
through and mapped out the hand-to-hand combat with Peter Rabbit. Given that during
the shoot, Peter would be an unseen enemy, it was like choreographing a dance
sequence in which Gleeson was required to remember precisely his steps as well as
those of his partner.
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“Domhnall always came prepared,” says Woodward. “No matter how small each piece
of new movement was, he went away and did the work, which made our job a lot
easier.”
Gleeson performed his own stunts and physical work whenever possible. “We
developed a lot of devices to use on set,” recalls Woodward. “We had little blue sticks
that we would poke him with, and guys in blue suits that could actually touch him.
Occasionally, we'd throw a blue rabbit at him so he could have something to react to.”
“I'm not a stunt man, so trying to figure out the beats to the scene and getting attacked
by an invisible rabbit was not the easiest way to spend a day, but it was great fun,”
says Gleeson. “The stunt team, led by Lawrence and Ben, were brilliant. Will likes to
change things up at the last minute, so there was a lot of thinking on our feet, but I
think that led to a funnier version of what we’d mapped out, and that's all I was
interested in achieving.”
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ABOUT THE CAST
ROSE BYRNE (Bea / Jemima Puddle-Duck) is best known for her role as Ellen
Parsons in “Damages,” opposite Glenn Close. The series, created by Daniel Zelman,
Glenn Kessler and Todd Kessler, ran for five seasons on FX and later DirecTV. Byrne
earned two Golden Globe nominations and one Emmy nomination for her role. She is
also known for her role in the Paul Feig-directed comedy Bridesmaids alongside
Kristen Wiig, Maya Rudolph, and Melissa McCarthy. The film was nominated for a
Golden Globe Award for Best Motion Picture – Comedy and Musical and a Screen
Actors Guild Award for Outstanding Performance by a Cast in a Motion Picture.
Recently, Byrne completed production for the comedy Juliet, Naked alongside Ethan
Hawke and Chris O’Dowd. The film premiered at the 2018 Sundance Film Festival and
will be released later this year. She will also begin production on her new film Instant
Family opposite Mark Wahlberg this spring. The film follows a couple who decide to
adopt three foster kids and find themselves in over their heads.
Last year, Byrne starred in HBO’s original film “The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks”
opposite Oprah Winfrey. The film was an adaptation of Rebecca’s Skloot’s critically
acclaimed, bestselling nonfiction book of the same name. It premiered on HBO and
earned an Emmy nomination in the category of Outstanding Television Movie.
In 2016, Byrne returned to the stage in the Sydney Theatre Company’s production of
David Mamet’s “Speed-the-Plow” at the Roslyn Packer Theatre.
Also that year, Byrne reprised her role as Moira MacTaggert in X-Men: Apocalypse,
which was released in theaters on May 27, 2016. Additionally, she reprised her role as
Kelly Radner in Neighbors 2: Sorority Rising, alongside Seth Rogen, Zac Efron and
Chole Grace Moretz.
Earlier that year, Byrne appeared in The Meddler opposite Susan Sarandon. The film
follows an aging widow from New York City who follows her daughter to Los Angeles
in hopes of starting a new life after her husband passes away.
In 2015, Byrne appeared in the independent film Adult Beginners alongside Nick Kroll
and Bobby Cannavale. The film premiered at the 2014 Toronto International Film
Festival. Byrne also appeared in the Paul Feig directed comedy Spy opposite Melissa
McCarthy and Jude Law.
Earlier that same year, Byrne had her Broadway debut in the limited engagement run
of “You Can’t Take it With You.” She played the lead role of Alice Sycamore opposite
James Earl Jones and Kristine Neilsen.
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At the end of 2014, Byrne appeared in the remake of Annie alongside Jamie Foxx,
Quvenzhané Wallis, Cameron Diaz and Bobby Cannavale. That same year, Byrne also
appeared in Shawn Levy’s This is Where I Leave You alongside Jason Bateman, Tina
Fey, Corey Stoll, Adam Driver and Jane Fonda. She also appeared in the Nicholas
Stoller comedy Neighbors opposite Seth Rogen and Zac Efron, which earned over
$268 million worldwide.
In 2014, Byrne also starred in the film The Turning. For her performance, she won Best
Actress in a Supporting Role awards from the Australian Film Critics Association and
the Film Critics Circle of Australia.
Byrne’s other film credits include The Internship, The Place Beyond the Pines,
Insidious, Get Him to the Greek, X-Men: First Class, Marie Antoinette, Troy, Adam,
and 28 Weeks Later, among others. Theatre credits include Sydney Theatre
Company’s “La Dispute” and “Three Sisters.”

DOMHNALL GLEESON’s (Thomas McGregor / Mr. Jeremy Fisher) latest projects
include Rian Johnson’s Star Wars: Episode VIII – The Last Jedi, Darren Aronofsky’s
Mother!, and a cameo appearance in Sharon Horgan’s Catastrophe. Prior to these he
filmed David Wain's A Futile and Stupid Gesture, the lead role of Stensland in the
comedy feature Crash Pad directed by Kevin Tent, and Doug Liman’s American Made,
in which he plays the role of Monty Schafer alongside Tom Cruise. Other recent credits
include Nick Hornby’s adaptation of Colm Tóibín’s novel Brooklyn, directed by John
Crowley, The Revenant directed by Alejandro González Iñárritu, J.J. Abrams’ Star
Wars: Episode VIII – The Force Awakens, Alex Garland’s sci-fi film Ex Machina, and
the Coens’ adaptation of Louis Zamperini’s memoir Unbroken, = directed by Angelina
Jolie.
In January 2015, Gleeson appeared in Enda Walsh’s The Walworth Farce, directed by
Seán Foley, starring alongside his father Brendan Gleeson and brother Brian Gleeson.
His previous lead roles in film include Lenny Abrahamson’s Frank with Michael
Fassbender and Maggie Gyllenhaal, Richard Curtis’ About Time opposite Rachel
McAdams and Bill Nighy, and Sensation, directed by Tom Hall. He received Irish Film
and Television Awards for playing Bob Geldof in When Harvey Met Bob, Levin in Joe
Wright’s Anna Karenina, and Jon in Lenny Abrahamson's Frank.
Supporting roles in film and television include John Michael McDonagh’s Calvary,
Charlie Brooker’s “Black Mirror” on Channel 4, Mark Romanek’s Never Let Me Go, Joel
and Ethan Coen’s True Grit, the role of Bill Weasley in Harry Potter and the Deathly
Hallows (I & II) directed by David Yates, and Martin McDonagh’s Oscar®-winning short
Six Shooter. He also appeared in Dredd directed by Pete Travis, Shadow Dancer
directed by James Marsh, Ian Fitzgibbon's Perrier’s Bounty, “A Dog Year” for HBO
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films opposite Jeff Bridges, Paul Mercier’s Studs, Stephen Bradley’s Boy Eats Girl, and
John Butler’s Your Bad Self, for which he co-wrote sketches with Michael Moloney.
Gleeson’s work onstage includes “Now or Later” at the Royal Court, “American Buffalo”
and “Great Expectations” at the Gate, Druid’s production of “The Well of the Saints,”
“Macbeth” directed by Selina Cartmell, and “Chimps” directed by Wilson Milam at the
Liverpool Playhouse. Gleeson was nominated for a Tony Award for the Broadway
production of Martin McDonagh’s “The Lieutenant of Inishmore.” He received a Lucille
Lortel nomination and a Drama League Citation for Excellence in Performance for the
same role. He earned an Irish Times Theatre Award nomination for his role in
“American Buffalo.”
Gleeson wrote and directed the short films Noreen (starring Brendan and Brian
Gleeson) and What Will Survive of Us (starring Brian Gleeson). He also created
Immaturity for Charity, comedy sketches shot with family and friends in aid of St.
Francis’ Hospice. They're pretty weird and they're on YouTube.

SAM NEILL (Old McGregor) is an internationally recognised actor whose career
encompasses both film and television.
He became widely known thanks to his work in Steven Spielberg’s Jurassic Park and
in the Academy Award® winning film The Piano (Jane Campion).
Other notable work includes The Horse Whisperer (Robert Redford), Bicentennial Man
(Chris Columbus), The Zookeeper (Ralph Ziman), and more recently Hunt for the
Wilderpeople (Taika Waititi).
His contribution to television includes notable roles in shows such as the BBC’s “Peaky
Blinders,” “The Tudors,” and “Merlin,” which won him an Emmy nomination for
Outstanding lead actor and a Golden Globe nomination for Best Actor.
He was recently seen in the long-awaited Thor: Ragnarok, which reunited him with
director Taika Waititi, and action-thriller The Commuter, opposite Liam Neeson and
directed by Jaume Collet-Serra. His film Sweet Country (Warwick Thornton), to be
released in 2018, has won both the Platform Prize and the Special Jury Prize at this
year’s Toronto and Venice Film Festivals respectively.

Daisy Ridley (Cotton-tail) is an English actress best known for her breakthrough role
as Rey in the 2015 film Star Wars: Episode VII – The Force Awakens. She reprised
her role as Rey in Star Wars: Episode VIII – The Last Jedi, which was released by
Disney on December 15, 2017.
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Ridley was also recently seen in Murder on the Orient Express, directed by Kenneth
Branagh and featuring Johnny Depp, Michelle Pfeiffer, Penelope Cruz, and Judi Dench
which was released by Fox on November 10, 2017.
Ridley recently wrapped production on Ophelia opposite Naomi Watts, which
premiered at Sundance this year, and the sci-fi adventure Chaos Walking opposite
Tom Holland for Lionsgate. Chaos Walking is set for release in March 2019.
In 2016, Ridley voiced the lead role of Taeko in the 25th Anniversary re-release of
Studio Ghibli’s classic animated film Only Yesterday. She also served as an executive
producer on the documentary The Eagle Huntress, which was released by Sony
Pictures Classics.
Additionally, she sang the duet “At the Ballet” from “A Chorus Line” with Anne
Hathaway for Barbra Streisand’s album “Encore: Movie Partners Sing Broadway.”
Ridley is the recipient of a 2016 Oscar Wilde Award. The non-profit US-Ireland Alliance
created the event to recognize the contributions of the Irish in film. This is an honorary
Irish award.
Ridley has a variety of projects in development. She recently set up the Maggie Hope
series of books, and will be an executive producer on its television adaptation with
Blueprint Television.

ELIZABETH DEBICKI (Mopsy), an Australian stage and film actress, is quickly on the
rise. She first made her mark in 2013 when she appeared in Baz Luhrmann’s criticallyacclaimed film The Great Gatsby alongside Leonardo DiCaprio, Tobey Maguire and
Carey Mulligan. Debicki was awarded an Australian Academy of Cinema and
Television Arts Award (AACTA) for her role as Jordan Baker in the film. She was also
nominated for an Empire Award for Best Newcomer.
Debicki most recently completed production on Vita and Virginia with Gemma Arterton
and Isabella Rosselini. The film follows the love affair between socialite Vita SackvilleWest (Arterton) and literary icon Virginia Woolf (Debicki). There is no release date yet.
Additionally, Debicki appeared in Jennifer Fox’s The Tale, which premiered at the 2018
Sundance Film Festival.
Debicki will next star in the J.J. Abrams-produced Untitled Cloverfield Movie with Gugu
Mbatha-Raw, David Oyelowo and Daniel Bruhl. The movie, directed by Julius Onah,
will follow a team of astronauts fighting for their survival, and is set to be released by
Paramount Pictures on April 20, 2018.
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Later this year, Debicki will star alongside Viola Davis, Cynthia Erivo, Michelle
Rodriguez, Colin Farrell and Liam Neeson in Steve McQueen’s Widows. Based on the
1983 British miniseries about a robbery gone wrong, the story follows four armed
robbers who are killed in a failed heist attempt, leaving their widows to finish the job.
Paramount will release the film on November 16, 2018.
In May 2017, Debicki was seen as the villain Ayesha in Marvel and Walt Disney
Studios’ Guardians of the Galaxy Vol. 2 with Chris Pratt, Kurt Russell and Zoe Saldana.
Shortly after the film opened, director James Gunn announced that Debicki will return
in Guardians of the Galaxy Vol. 3. Debicki also voiced a role in Luc Besson’s Valerian
and the City of a Thousand Planets, which was released on July 21, 2017. Previous
film credits for Debicki include Guy Ritchie’s The Man from U.N.C.L.E. alongside Henry
Cavill, Armie Hammer and Alicia Vikander, The Weinstein Company’s Macbeth with
Michael Fassbender and Marion Cotillard, and Everest with Jake Gyllenhaal, Robin
Wright and Keira Knightly.
In 2016, Debicki starred as Jed in “The Night Manager,” the miniseries adaptation of
John le Carre’s novel-of-the-same-name. The miniseries, which also featured Tom
Hiddleston, Hugh Laurie and Olivia Colman, premiered in the US on April 19, 2016 and
soon-after, the show received a Primetime Emmy Award nomination in the category of
Outstanding Limited Series. Also on the small screen, Debicki was seen in the highlyacclaimed Australian drama on Foxtel, “The Kettering Incident.” The show delivered
consistently strong ratings and season one was ultimately acquired by Amazon Prime
Video in the U.S.
On stage, Debicki most recently starred in David Hare’s production of “The Red Barn,”
based on the novel La Main by Georges Simenon, at the National Theatre in London.
The other cast included Mark Strong and Hope Davis. “The Red Barn” opened on
October 6, 2016 and ran until January 17, 2017. Debicki also starred in the Sydney
Theatre Company’s production of “The Maids” alongside Cate Blanchett and Isabelle
Huppert. The show, based on a notorious murder case in which two homicidal sisters
killed their mistress and her daughter, played as a part of the 2014 Lincoln Center
Festival in New York.
Debicki currently resides in Sydney, Australia.

MARGOT ROBBIE (Flopsy) is a talented actress who has captivated global audiences
with breakout performances alongside some of the most notable names in film.
Continually evolving her diverse body of work, Robbie brings gripping narratives to life
in coveted roles that speak to her powerful on-screen presence.
Robbie currently stars in I, Tonya, as the titled character, Tonya Harding. She also
served as a producer on the film under her production company, LuckyChap
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Entertainment and received an Oscar® nomination for her performance. The film tells
the controversial story of Olympic figure skater, Tonya Harding, who infamously
conspired to have her competition, Nancy Kerrigan, injured before the 1994 Winter
Olympics. Craig Gillespie directs the screenplay by Steven Rogers. The film premiered
at the 2017 Toronto International Film Festival and was released by Neon December
8, 2017.
Robbie has recently been seen in Simon Curtis’ Goodbye Christopher Robin alongside
Domhnall Gleeson. The film tells the story of Winnie the Pooh creator A.A. Milne
(Gleeson) and his wife, Daphne (Robbie). FOX Searchlight released the film on
October 13, 2017.
Robbie is currently in production on Miles Joris-Peyrafitte’s 1930s Dust Bowl drama
Dreamland, which her production company LuckyChap Entertainment produced along
with Automatik. Robbie stars in the film, which follows a 15-year-old boy who beats out
the FBI and local police to find and capture a fugitive bank robber (Robbie), only to
learn that she’s far more than what authorities claim her to be.
She recently wrapped production on Josie Rourke’s Mary Queen of Scots where she
stars as Queen Elizabeth opposite Saoirse Ronan as Mary Stuart. The Focus Features
project will take on the historic rivalry between cousins Elizabeth and Mary, when the
latter attempted to overthrow Elizabeth’s seat on the English throne.
Robbie has numerous film and television development projects under her LuckyChap
Entertainment banner, all of which correspond to her objective of telling stories with
strong female characters, the four most-notable being Bad Monkeys, Fierce Kingdom,
Marian and The Paper Bag Princess.
Bad Monkeys, based on Matt Ruff’s novel of the same name, centers around Jane
Charlotte, who lands herself in the Las Vegas Clark County Detention Center after she
is arrested for murder. Jane claims she works for a secret organization, the Department
for the Final Disposition of Irredeemable Persons, also known as “Bad Monkeys.”
Universal Pictures optioned the rights to the psychological thriller to be adapted by
Dylan Clark, with Robbie as a producer and Josey McNamara as executive producer.
LuckyChap Entertainment is producing Fierce Kingdom alongside Warner Bros. and
Di Novi Pictures. The film, based on the Gin Phillips thriller novel, Beautiful Things,
focuses on a mother and son trapped in a zoo with a gunman on the loose.
Additionally, LuckyChap will produce Marian alongside Donald De Line and Amy
Pascal. Robbie is set to star as Maid Marian, who picks up the cause to lead her people
into a pivotal war after the love of her life, Robin Hood, dies.
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Finally, LuckChap is producing The Paper Bag Princess alongside Elizabeth Banks’
Brownstone Productions, Bryan Unkeless’ Clubhouse Pictures and Dan Krech.
Universal Pictures has optioned the rights to the bestselling children’s book of the same
name.
Last summer, Robbie appeared in Warner Bros’ Suicide Squad, playing the coveted
role of Harley Quinn opposite Jared Leto, Will Smith, and Viola Davis. Robbie’s
portrayal of Quinn is the first time the villainous fan-favorite comic book character was
revealed on the big screen. The film, directed by David Ayer, was released August 5,
2016 and currently ranks 9th in 2016 worldwide gross box office with more than
$745,600,000 million. Robbie also portrayed the legendary classic character “Jane
Porter” in David Yates’ The Legend of Tarzan, opposite Alexander Skarsgård, Samuel
L. Jackson, and Christoph Waltz. The action-adventure Warner Bros film was released
on July 1, 2016 and grossed more than $356,700,000 million worldwide.
Robbie is perhaps best known for her breakout role in Martin Scorsese’s The Wolf of
Wall Street in which she stars as the female lead opposite Leonardo DiCaprio. Based
on the memoir of the same name by Jordan Belfort, the film tells the story of a New
York penny stockbroker (DiCaprio) who served 20 months in prison for refusing to
cooperate in a large securities fraud case involving corruption on Wall Street, the
corporate banking world, and mob infiltration. Starring as DiCaprio’s wife in the film,
Robbie is joined by an all-star cast of actors including Matthew McConaughey, Jonah
Hill, Rob Reiner, Jean Dujardin, Jon Favreau and Kyle Chandler.
Additional film credits include: Paramount’s Whiskey Tango Foxtrot opposite Tina Fey;
Roadside Attraction’s Z for Zachariah opposite Chiwetel Ejiofor and Chris Pine; Warner
Bros’ Focus, opposite Will Smith; Suite Française alongside Michelle Williams, Kristen
Scott Thomas and Matthias Schoenaerts; and About Time opposite Rachel McAdams
and Domhnall Gleeson.
Robbie made her U.S. debut in the critically acclaimed ABC series, Pan Am, in 2011.
The period drama depicted the lives of the pilots and stewardesses who once made
Pan Am the most glamorous way to fly. Robbie starred as “Laura,” a runaway bride,
who fled a life of domestic boredom to take to the skies. The series was created by
Jack Orman (ER, Men of a Certain Age), and also starred Christina Ricci.
In Australia, Robbie is most recognized for her role as “Donna Freedman” on the
television soap opera Neighbours which chronicled the lives of the residents of Ramsay
Street in the fictional Australian suburb of Erinsborough. Her role garnered her two
Logie Award nominations for Most Popular New Female Talent and Most Popular
Actress.
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Born in Australia, Robbie grew up on the Gold Coast and eventually moved to
Melbourne where she began acting professionally at the age of 17. She currently
resides in Los Angeles.

JAMES CORDEN (Peter Rabbit) is an Emmy Award winning host, writer, and
producer, a Tony Award Winning actor, and a multiple BAFTA Award winner.
Corden is the host of “The Late Late Show,” which premiered on CBS in March 2015.
He has won three Emmy Awards – one for Outstanding Interactive Program (2016),
and two for Outstanding Variety Special (2016 and 2017) for “The Late Late Show
Carpool Karaoke Primetime Special.” Corden was nominated for two additional Emmy
Awards in 2016 and 2017 for Outstanding Variety Talk Series and three consecutive
Critics Choice Award nominations for Best Talk Show. Since Corden took over as host
of “The Late Late Show,” the show has set YouTube records with over 3 billion views
and has achieved the highest ratings, with any host, since the show’s inception in 1995.
“The Late Late Show” channel has a subscriber base of approximately 12 million, and
holds the top 3 most watched late night videos on YouTube with Adele Carpool
Karaoke, Justin Bieber Carpool Karaoke and One Direction Carpool Karaoke.
Corden is also the co-creator and executive producer of the new “Carpool Karaoke”
series for Apple Music, which received a 2017 PGA Award for Outstanding Short-Form
Program. Corden also serves as executive producer of “Drop the Mic,” which
premiered fall 2017 on TBS.
Corden hosted the 70th Annual Tony Awards THE 70TH ANNUAL TONY AWARDS®,
which had the highest viewers in 15 years, and won an Emmy Award for “Outstanding
Special Class Program.” He was also the host of the 59th Annual Grammy Awards, and
returned as host in 2018.
In the UK, Corden hosts the BAFTA Award winning UK sports-themed comedy game
show “A League of Their Own,” which airs on Sky 1. He was also host for the Brit
Awards, the biggest event in the British music industry, from 2010 to 2014. Corden
starred in, produced, and wrote the BAFTA nominated comedy thriller “The Wrong
Mans,” which aired on the BBC and is also available on Hulu. In 2013, Corden was
awarded the Royal Television Society Award for Comedy Writer of the Year for his
work on the show.
Previously, Corden starred as 'Smithy' in the critically acclaimed BBC comedy series
“Gavin and Stacey,” which he co-created and co-wrote. For this role, he earned the
BAFTA Television Award for Best Male Comedy Performance in 2008 and the British
Comedy Award for Best Male Comedy Performer in 2007. The series received the
British Comedy Award for Best TV Comedy in 2008, as well as the National Television
Award for Most Popular Comedy Programme in 2010. Corden also starred in the British
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television series “Fat Friends” from 2000 to 2005, which earned him a nomination for
the 2000 Royal Television Society Award for Network Newcomer On Screen and in
2011, he had a recurring role in the popular BBC science fiction series “Doctor Who”
as Craig Owens, the Doctor’s roommate.
On the big screen, Corden will next star in Ocean’s 8 with Rihanna, Cate Blanchett,
Anne Hathaway, and Sandra Bullock, among others for Warner Bros. He was last
seen starring in the Golden Globe nominated feature Into the Woods with Meryl Streep
and Emily Blunt; Begin Again with Keira Knightley and Mark Ruffalo; The Three
Musketeers with Orlando Bloom; Gulliver’s Travels with Jack Black and Jason Segel;
How to Lose Friends and Alienate People with Jeff Bridges; and The History Boys with
Dominic Cooper.
On stage, Corden attracted international attention as the lead in the hit comedic play
“One Man, Two Guvnors,” which he first performed at The National Theatre in London
and then on Broadway. His performance garnered him the 2012 Tony Award for Best
Leading Actor in a Play. His additional theater credits include the worldwide tour of
“The History Boys” in the role of Timms, which he also played in the feature film
adaptation.
Over the course of his career, Corden has been awarded the Writers’ Guild of Great
Britain Award for Comedy Writer of the Year, the South Bank Show Award for Comedy,
the TRIC Award for Best Comedy, and the National Television Award for Best Comedy.

ABOUT THE FILMMAKERS
WILL GLUCK (Director / co-writer / producer) is a filmmaker with a uniquely authentic
voice and an aim to create projects that reflect popular culture and captivate audiences.
Gluck has made a name for himself as a great comedic filmmaker who brings heart
and a down-to-earth quality to all his endeavors.
Gluck is currently prepping to direct and produce the dark comedy Jackpot for Global
Road and the heist romantic comedy drama Steal Away for Columbia Pictures.
Through his company Olive Bridge Entertainment, he is developing an untitled action
comedy with Dwayne Johnson for New Line. The company also has various other
projects in development at Columbia, Fox Searchlight, and Focus Features, among
others.
Gluck most recently released the modern-day reimagining of Annie, which he directed
and co-wrote for Columbia Pictures. The film stars Quvenzhané Wallis in the title role
alongside Jamie Foxx, Rose Byrne, and Cameron Diaz. Gluck received a Golden
Globe nomination for Best Original Song for “Opportunity” from the film, shared with
Sia and Greg Kurstin.
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In addition to numerous projects in development for both network and cable television,
including a series based on Down the Rabbit Hole by Holly Madison, Gluck and Olive
Bridge are making the Topher Grace-fronted action comedy series “Treasure Squad”
at Amazon, the animated series “Sticks” for Freeform; a television movie “Angry Angel”
for Freeform; and the musical docudrama “Encore” for ABC. Olive Bridge produced the
animated “Moonbeam City” for Comedy Central, and “The McCarthys,” a family sitcom,
for CBS. In 2013, Gluck co-created and directed the critically acclaimed “The Michael
J. Fox Show” for NBC and “The Loop” for Fox.
Gluck released Friends with Benefits in the summer of 2011 for Sony/Screen Gems,
starring Justin Timberlake, Mila Kunis, Woody Harrelson, Patricia Clarkson, and
Richard Jenkins, which grossed over $155 million worldwide. His second feature, Easy
A, released in September 2010, was a massive critical and financial success, winning
Best Comedy Movie at the Critics Choice Awards. Gluck made his feature directorial
debut with 2009’s darkly funny FIRED UP. In addition to his directing credits, Gluck
produced About Last Night for Screen Gems in 2014.
Olive Bridge recently entered into a multi-year agreement in partnership with Sony
Pictures Entertainment and Interlude/Eko to produce interactive digital content.

ROB LIEBER (Co-Writer / Executive Producer) is a writer and producer whose credits
include Disney’s Alexander and the Terrible, Horrible, No Good, Very Bad Day and
ABC’s “The Goldbergs.” Currently, he is working on film projects with Ron Howard,
Imagine Entertainment and Animal Logic Entertainment, as well as Ben Stiller and Red
Hour Productions. Additionally, Lieber is writing Goosebumps 2 for Sony. He is also
executive producing the upcoming independent feature Time Freak, directed by
Andrew Bowler, starring Asa Butterfield and Sophie Turner.

ZAREH NALBANDIAN (Producer), Animal Logic’s Co-Founder and CEO, has been
managing, developing and producing large-scale screen projects for over 25 years.
He has collaborated with iconic directors, producers and artists on some of the most
successful feature films of our time. Since leading Animal Logic’s expansion into
feature film visual effects in 1996 and feature animation in 2006, Nalbandian has
guided one of the most respected and admired artistic and technical cultures in the
industry, earning his reputation as a world leader in the fields of animation, visual
effects, film development and production.
Nalbandian was Executive Producer on the Academy Award® winning film Happy
Feet, producer of the animated adventure Legend of the Guardians: The Owls of
Ga’Hoole, directed by Zack Snyder, and more recently Executive Producer on The
LEGO® Movie, The LEGO® Batman Movie and The LEGO® Ninjago Movie.
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Nalbandian is committed to building a successful, globally competitive digital
production industry in Australia and enjoys strong personal relationships with key US
studio executives and leading directors and producers in Australia and around the
world.
In addition to the continued day-to day leadership of the Animal Logic group of
companies, Nalbandian guides the development of an exciting slate of feature film
properties and continually pushing the boundaries of digital storytelling.

DOUG BELGRAD (Executive Producer) served as a film executive at Sony Pictures
for nearly 27 years, most recently as President of Sony Pictures Entertainment’s
Motion Picture Group. Prior to that, he spent 10 years as head of production at SPE’s
Columbia Pictures, where he supervised the development and production of that
label’s film slate.
Since leaving his executive post in 2016, Belgrad has moved into a partnership with
Sony to produce and co-finance a number of upcoming Sony movies, launching with
Peter Rabbit, and including Bad Boys 3, Charlie’s Angels and others, through 2.0
Entertainment.
As an executive, Belgrad launched or revitalized many of the studio’s most important
properties including Spider-Man: Homecoming, Ghostbusters, Men in Black, Bad
Boys, Jump Street, Grown Ups, Smurfs, and others.
The last two films greenlit by the studio before Belgrad left his executive post were
Jumanji: Welcome to the Jungle and Peter Rabbit. A part of 2.0 Entertainment’s
mission is to produce and finance broadly commercial family entertainment.
2.0 is also active in television production and will produce its first pilot, an actioncomedy spun out from the “Bad Boys” franchise and starring Gabrielle Union for NBC
in spring of 2018.

JODI HILDEBRAND (Executive Producer) is a film executive and producer with
thirteen years’ experience working in both studio and independent film.
Currently, Hildebrand is Head of Film at Olive Bridge Entertainment, writer/director Will
Gluck's production company based at Sony Pictures, and oversees all development
and production. Previously, Hildebrand was the VP of Production at Marvel Studios.
During her tenure at the company, she supervised the production of Runaways and
Ant-Man.
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Hildebrand started her executive career at Sidney Kimmel Entertainment, working on
such films as Adventureland, Death at a Funeral, Lars and the Real Girl, and Charlie
Bartlett.
A veteran production manager, CATHERINE BISHOP (Executive Producer) has
overseen the production of Strangerland, Son of a Gun, Bran Nue Dae, Where the Wild
Things Are, Ghost Rider, Stealth, Ned Kelly, The Quiet American, Welcome to Woop
Woop, and Muriel’s Wedding. PETER RABBIT™ is her first credit as Executive
Producer.

With over 18 years’ industry experience, SUSAN BOLSOVER (Executive Producer)
has been a licensee, agent and a licensor working with and for some of the biggest
names in character and brand licensing. Bolsover began her licensing career at BBC
Worldwide managing in-house pre-school brands as part of the global brand
development team before going on to Italian publishing house DeAgostini where she
co-ordinated global product roll-outs for such brands as Star Wars and The Lord of the
Rings franchises. Prior to joining Penguin Random House, Bolsover spent almost 10
years at the award-winning global licensing agency CPLG as European Publishing
Director, representing some of Hollywood’s biggest studios, including Universal
Pictures, Paramount Pictures, and DreamWorks Animation, and across blockbuster
movie franchises such as Despicable Me, Shrek, and Star Trek. Bolsover played a
pivotal role in setting up Penguin Ventures (part of Penguin Random House), the team
she heads up in her current position as director of licensing and consumer products.
She has a remit to grow the children’s divisions wholly owned brands, including Peter
Rabbit and the Snowman, both in the UK and internationally as well as to identify
opportunities for new development in the areas of licensing, TV, film and stage.

EMMA TOPPING (Executive Producer) is a film, television and stage executive with
twenty years’ experience working with and for studios, broadcasters, independent
producers, financiers, distributors, brand owners and content creators.
At Penguin Random House (of which Frederick Warne & Co is a part), Topping
manages legal and business affairs for book-to-film, book-to-television and book-tostage productions, including Beatrix Potter titles, The Snowman, The Snowman and
the Snowdog, and Puffin Rock. Topping also has her own independent company,
Emma Topping Entertainment, and she recently completed an option for a feature
documentary based on her author Dr. Ahron Bregman’s book The Spy Who Fell to
Earth.
Topping started her in-house executive career at Andrew Lloyd Webber’s The Really
Useful Group and later at Disney XD (then Jetix Europe and part of The Walt Disney
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Company) where she worked on various television titles including Power Rangers,
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, and Marvel.

After graduating from USC's Peter Stark Producing Program, JASON LUST (Executive
Producer) went on to found the successful management/production company Circle Of
Confusion, know for such groundbreaking work as The Matrix and “The Walking Dead.”
Then, the daughter of one of his childhood idols (Jim Henson) offered him to run the
Jim Henson Company's feature film division, where he remained for seven years,
eventually developing and producing such movies as Alexander and the Terrible,
Horrible, No Good, Very Bad Day and the up and coming Happy Time Murders and
Fraggle Rock along with Guillermo Del Toro's Pinnochio. After he left Henson with a
robust slate of movies in place, Lust formed a producing partnership with Animal Logic
and helped them transition from pipeline/facility to creative producers with a robust
slate of branded IP. Lust is currently attached to produce Astro Boy, Fortunately the
Milk with Edgar Wright directing and Johnny Depp starring, as well as The Shrinking
of the Treehorns with Imagine Entertainment along with numerous other exciting
movies. After Animal Logic, Lust founded Soluble Fish Productions and has launched
out on his own with a variety of producing partners within his fold. He's currently just
set up Tom Thumb at Fox Studios and is working on a slate of other family movies with
some very talented directors, writers, and producers that will all be announced shortly.
Lust is also currently in development on a slate of TV projects that are set up with a
variety of studios. Lust couldn't be more excited to continue to produce content that
pushes the boundaries in all directions as much as possible.

JONATHAN HLUDZINSKI (Executive Producer) is currently Executive Vice President
of Animal Logic Entertainment, where he has been instrumental in setting up and
overseeing the development of animated, hybrid and large scale VFX movies at Sony
Pictures, Warner Bros., New Line, Lionsgate, and Fox. Prior to this, Hludzinski was a
creative executive at The Walt Becker Company, developing both television and
feature comedies. After developing and setting up the hour-long comedy “Glory Daze”
at TBS, Hludzinski parlayed his executive position at the company into a writing
position on the show. Prior to all of this, he served as a creative executive for Dick Wolf
under the NBC based banner Wolf Films, in which Hludzinski was part of developing
several television projects outside of the “Law and Order” brand. During this time, he
also sold two television pilots of his own to both NBC and the Starz Network. Prior to
all of this, while studying at Columbia University, he produced the independent feature
film American Saint alongside Amadeus and The People vs. Larry Flynt producer
Michael Hausman.

PETER MENZIES, JR. ACS (Director of Photography) is a native of Sydney Australia.
He was first introduced to the film industry by his father, Peter Menzies, an Australian
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cinematographer. Menzies has worked on over thirty features for a myriad of directors
ranging from John Singleton, Louis Leterrier and John McTiernan to Simon West, Sam
Riami and Patrick Hughes. Menzies’ movies cover a wide range of themes as
demonstrated by his diverse feature credits which include The Incredible Hulk, Clash
of the Titans, Lara Croft: Tomb Raider, Playing for Keeps, Disney’s The Kid, and All
Eyez on Me. In addition to the many features Menzies has shot, he has also filmed
pilots for “Traveler,” directed by David Nutter, “Gothica” for Anand Tucker,
“Hawthorne,” directed by Mikael Salomon, and most recently “Roots,” directed by
Bruce Beresford. Menzies is married with three daughters, dividing his time between
his Australian and US residences. He is a member of the Australian Cinematographers
Society and the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences.

ROGER FORD’s (Production Designer) career as a designer of television and film
productions began in London in the 1960s.
His first design projects were for BBC Television and included “The Cliff Richard
Show,” “The Cilla Black Show,” “The Spike Milligan Show,” and a series of “Doctor
Who.”
In the early 1970s, he began worked in Sydney with ABC Television, as a designer of
sets and costumes, and then for several years as Head of the Design department. His
production design and costume design work for feature films began in 1985.
Some of the highlights include The Year My Voice Broke, Flirting, Sirens, directed by
John Duigan, Children of the Revolution, directed by Peter Duncan, Babe directed by
Chris Noonan and Babe: Pig in the City directed by George Miller, Rabbit-Proof Fence
and The Quiet American directed by Phillip Noyce, Peter Pan, directed by P. J. Hogan,
Chronicles of Narnia: The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe and Chronicles of Narnia:
Prince Caspian, directed by Andrew Adamson, and The Dressmaker, directed by
Jocelyn Moorhouse.
He was nominated for an Academy Award® for his work on Babe. He has been
nominated ten times for Australian Film Institute Awards for both Production Design
and Costume Design, and was the winner of three of them and also the 2002 Lexus IF
Award for Best Production Design on Rabbit-Proof Fence.

CHRISTIAN GAZAL (Editor) is an editor based in Sydney, Australia. His credits
include Mountain and Sherpa, directed by Jen Peedom, The Little Death, directed by
Josh Lawson, and the Academy Award® winning Best Animated Film Happy Feet,
directed by George Miller.
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PETER RABBIT™ is JONATHAN TAPPIN’s (Editor) first feature film credit as Editor.
He previously served in the editorial department for several Animal Logic productions,
including The Lego Movie, The Lego Batman Movie, and Happy Feet Two.

LIZZY GARDINER (Costume Designer) studied fashion and costume design in
Florence, Italy. At the age of 25 she won an Academy Award® and a BAFTA Award for
her work on Stephan Elliottt's The Adventures of Priscilla, Queen of the Desert.
Gardiner has a diverse career portfolio and has been honored with numerous
international awards, including a Tony for her stage costumes in the Broadway musical
version of “Priscilla, Queen of the Desert.” Feature film credits include Stephan Elliott's
Flammable Children, Mel Gibson's Hacksaw Ridge, Tom Vaughan's Some Kind of
Beautiful, Jonathan Teplitzky's The Railway Man and Burning Man, Stephan Elliottt's
A Few Best Men and Welcome to Woop Woop, Carter Smith's The Ruins, and Mark
Steven Johnson's Ghost Rider.

DOMINIC LEWIS (Music) is a British-born composer with sensational talents that have
catapulted him to the forefront of music in television and film. Dominic is currently
scoring the third season of Amazon’s Emmy-winning series “The Man in the High
Castle,” produced by Ridley Scott and starring Alexa Davalos and Rupert Evans.
Additionally, Lewis scores Disney XD’s revitalized “DuckTales,” starring Lin-Manuel
Miranda and Allison Janney. His other recent projects include Sony Pictures’ Rough
Night starring Scarlett Johansson and Zoë Kravitz, and the Warner Bros. Pictures
comedy Fist Fight, starring Ice Cube, Charlie Day and Tracy Morgan.
Beyond his success in television, Lewis has composed for a variety of feature films.
Lewis scored Sony’s riveting hostage drama Money Monster, starring George Clooney
and Julia Roberts. Lewis received an Annie Award nomination for Outstanding
Achievement in Music for his work on Free Birds, starring Owen Wilson, Woody
Harrelson and Amy Poehler. His innate instinct for harmonizing music and picture
earned him a nomination for the World Soundtrack Award’s Discovery of the Year for
his work on Spooks: The Greater Good, starring Kit Harington and Peter Firth. Lewis
also scored The Duff, starring Mae Whitman and Bella Thorne, and Open Season:
Scared Silly.
Prior to his successful career as a composer, Lewis studied at the Royal Academy of
Music in London, where he received classical training in cello and music composition.
Throughout his time at the Royal Academy, he was mentored by Rupert GregsonWilliams and was given the opportunity to co-compose the score for his first feature
film The Poet, directed by Damien Lee. Lewis drew on his strong orchestral
background to orchestrate and arrange two classical albums, “Camilly Kerslake” and
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“The Priests,” and wrote the album for the “Lily May Show.”
Following his move from England to the United States, he joined John Powell,
composing for the 2011 Oscar-nominated film, How to Train Your Dragon. He has
since worked with some of Hollywood’s most renowned composers including Henry
Jackman and Hans Zimmer.
Lewis has contributed to numerous feature films, including Gulliver’s Travels, Clash of
the Titans, Rango, Rio, Kung Fu Panda 2, Puss in Boots, Man on a Ledge, Wreck-It
Ralph, Red Dawn, X-Men: 1st Class, Sherlock Holmes: A Game of Shadows, G.I. Joe:
Retaliation, Captain Phillips, This is the End, Captain America: The Winter Soldier, The
Amazing Spider-Man 2, Big Hero 6, Kingsman: The Secret Service, The Interview, and
multiple commercials.
Lewis currently resides in Los Angeles.
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DIE BESETZUNG
CHRISTOPH MARIA HERBST („Peter Hase“)
Der 1966 in Wuppertal geborene Schauspieler schloss zunächst seine Ausbildung als
Bankkaufmann ab, bevor er sich für die Schauspielerei entschied. Es folgten
Theaterengagements u. a. am Stadttheater Bremerhaven, am Metropoltheater
München und am Hebbel Theater Berlin. Hauptrollen und markante Nebenrollen
spielte Christoph Maria Herbst u.a. in den Kinofilmen (T)Raumschiff Surprise-Periode
1, sowie Aus der Tiefe des Raumes.
Seine Titelrolle in der ProSieben-Serie Stromberg (Fünf Staffeln sowie Stromberg-der
Film) bringt ihm seit 2004 vier Deutsche Comedypreise, einen Deutschen
Fernsehpreis, den Bayerischen Fernsehpreis und den Adolf-Grimme-Preis ein. 2004
folgten außerdem Doris Dörries Der Fischer und seine Frau, Helmut Dietls Vom
Suchen und Finden der Liebe sowie Detlev Bucks Hände weg von Mississippi. Unter
der Regie von Tobi Baumann spielte Christoph Maria Herbst im Film Der Wixxer den
Alfons Hatler. 2006 übernahm er die Hauptrolle in Hui Buh – Das Schlossgespenst als
„König Julius der 111“ sowie die Rolle des „Ronnie“ in Wo ist Fred? an der Seite von
Alexandra Maria Lara und Til Schweiger. 2008 sah man ihn in der Titelrolle des
legendären Ritters Don Quichote von la Mancha und in dem Zweiteiler Zwei
Weihnachtsmänner (beides Sat.1) sowie in Daniel Waltas Familiendrama Jakobs
Bruder und in Bully Herbigs Wickie und die starken Männer. Im Herbst 2011 brillierte
der vielseitige Schauspieler in der ersten deutschen 3D-Realverfilmung – im zweiten
Film der Wikinger-Saga Wickie auf großer Fahrt unter der Regie von Christian Ditter.
Neben seinen Film- und Fernsehrollen ist Christoph Maria Herbst, wie schon zu Beginn
seiner Karriere, als Theaterschauspieler in Stücken wie Männerhort zusammen mit
Bastian Pastewka und Jürgen Tonkel auf der Bühne, zuletzt als Hagen für Das Leben
des Siegfried bei den Wormser Nibelungenfestspielen. Als Synchronsprecher lieh er
u.a. bereits seine Stimme für die Animationsfilme Urmel aus dem Eis, Urmel voll in
Fahrt, Horton hört ein Hu!, für Dany Boons Komödie Willkommen bei den Sch’tis und
2016 für „Red“, dem Anführer der Vogeltruppe, in Angry Birds – Der Film. Als
Hörbuchsprecher ist Christoph Maria Herbst unter anderem in dem Tommy-JaudRoman Resturlaub, Ralf Husmanns Nicht mein Tag und Zweigs Schachnovelle zu
hören. Sein letztes Hörbuch Er ist wieder da von Timur Vermes stürmte sofort die
Bestellerliste.
2010 veröffentlichte der Schauspieler seinen ersten Debütroman „Ein Traum von
einem Schiff – Eine Art von Roman“. Im selben Jahr sah man Christoph Maria
Herbst als Kommissar Kreutzer in der gleichnamigen Fernsehreihe Kreutzer
kommt. Weitere Filme mit Christoph Maria Herbst waren u.a., Das Haus der Krokodile,
Und weg bist du! (beide 2012) sowie die erfolgreiche Kinokomödie Männerhort (2014).
2015 starteten Tommy Krappweis‘ Bestsellerverfilmung Mara und der Feuerbringer,
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Sinan Akkus‘ 3 Türken und 1 Baby, Züli Aldags 300 Worte Deutsch, Markus Sehrs
Die Kleinen und die Bösen, die ARD TV-Komödie Besser als du und 2016 Aron
Lehmanns Highway to Hellas.
Zuletzt sah man den Schauspieler in einer durchgehenden Rolle in der Serie Hotel
Heidelberg sowie in Benno Kürtens TV-Thriller Kalt ist die Angst und in dem ARDEvent-Zweiteiler Die Dasslers. Seine Stimme gab er 2016 „Gargamel“ in Die
Schlümpfe 2 sowie 2017 „High Five“ in Emoji - Der Film. Im selben Jahr folgt der ZDFEvent-Film Zwischen Himmel und Hölle. 2018 wird er in den Kinoproduktionen Jim
Knopf und Lukas der Lokomotivführer und Liliane Susewind – Ein tierisches Abenteuer
zu sehen sein. Aktuelle Projekte sind: Sönke Wortmanns Der Vorname sowie die
Produktion der ersten Internet-TV Serie der deutschen Telekom Germanized.

HEIKE MAKATSCH („Flopsi“)
1971 in Düsseldorf geboren, gehört Heike Makatsch zu den beliebtesten
Schauspielerinnen Deutschlands. Im Jahr 1996 gelang ihr in Detlev Bucks Kultfilm
Männerpension der filmische Durchbruch, für den sie im gleichen Jahr mit dem
Bayerischen Filmpreis als Beste Nachwuchsdarstellerin ausgezeichnet wurde.
2001 wurde die Wahlberlinerin als deutscher Shooting Star des europäischen Films
geehrt und 2002 erhielt sie die Goldene Kamera als beste deutsche Schauspielerin.
2006 wurde Heike Makatsch für die Verkörperung der weltberühmten
Teddybärenschneiderin Margarete Steiff mit dem Bambi und mit dem Bayerischen
Fernsehpreis, jeweils als Beste Schauspielerin, geehrt und erhielt für ihre Darstellung
eine Nominierung für den Emmy 2006, den weltweit bedeutendsten Fernsehpreis.
2009 sorgte Heike Makatsch mit ihrer lebensnahen und intensiven Verkörperung des
deutschen Nachkriegsstars Hildegard Knef in Kai Wessels Biopic Hilde für große
Aufmerksamkeit beim deutschen Kinopublikum. 2010 gab Heike Makatsch ihr
Theaterdebüt am Centraltheater in Leipzig. Sie spielte eindrucksvoll die Rolle der
„Jane“ in Paris Texas, inszeniert von Sebastian Hartmann nach dem gleichnamigen
Film von Wim Wenders. Es folgten weitere Engagements am Centraltheater Leipzig
sowie am Deutschen Theater in Berlin. Sie wirkte seither in zahlreichen Kino- und
Fernsehproduktionen mit.
In 2017 war Heike Makatsch unter anderem neben Jan Josef Liefers unter der Regie
von Leander Hausmann in dem Film Das Pubertier auf der Leinwand zu sehen sowie
in dem Film Fremde Tochter (Regie: Stephan Lacant) und in Robin Poláks Kurzfilm
Speechless.
In 2018 wird sie in dem Kinofilm Benjamin Blümchen unter der Regie von Tim Trachte
sowie als „Ellen Berliner“ in ihrem 2. Tatort und in dem Kinofilm Das schönste Mädchen
der Welt (Regie: Aron Lehmann) zu sehen sein.
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JESSICA SCHWARZ („Mopsi“)
1977 in Erbach/Odenwald geboren, wurde Jessica Schwarz im Kino an der Seite von
Daniel Brühl in dem Coming-of-Age-Film Nichts bereuen (2001) einem größeren
Publikum bekannt. Mit Dominik Graf drehte sie im selben Jahr den Fernsehfilm Die
Freunde der Freunde. Für diese Rolle wurde sie mit dem Jupiter-Nachwuchspreis und
dem Adolf-Grimme-Preis ausgezeichnet. Zu ihren weiteren Arbeiten mit dem
Regisseur gehören das Drama Kalter Frühling (2003) und der Kinofilm Der Rote
Kakadu (2004). Unter der Regie von Benjamin Quabeck stand sie außerdem für
dessen Romanverfilmung Verschwende deine Jugend (2003) vor der Kamera. Für
Hendrik Hölzemanns Regiedebüt Kammerflimmern (2004) erhielt sie den Bayerischen
Filmpreis, für die tragische Lovestory Der Liebeswunsch (2005) den Undine Award als
Beste jugendliche Charakterdarstellerin.
In den folgenden Jahren etablierte sich Jessica Schwarz mit zahlreichen nationalen,
sowie internationalen Filmen als eine der gefragtesten deutschen Schauspielerinnen
ihrer Generation. Auf der langen Liste ihrer Kino-Credits stehen u.a. Tom Tykwers Das
Parfum (2005), Vivian Naefes Kinderbuchverfilmung Die Wilden Hühner (2005) und
deren Fortsetzungen, worin sie die Klassenlehrerin „Frau Rose“ verkörpert, der
Episodenfilm Nichts als Gespenster (2006), Leander Haußmanns Warum Männer
nicht zuhören und Frauen schlecht einparken (2007), Heinrich Breloers hochgelobte
Verfilmung der Buddenbrooks (2007), Anno Sauls Thriller Die Tür (2008) mit Mads
Mikkelsen, die deutsch-argentinische Koproduktion Das Lied in mir (2009), das
Sterbehilfedrama Adieu Paris (2011). An der Seite von Elias M. Barek spielte sie in
Marco Petrys Aufreißerkomödie Heiter bis wolkig (2011), gemeinsam mit Florian David
Fitz in dessen Film Jesus liebt mich (2011) oder in Ralf Huettners Martin-SuterVerfilmung Der Koch (2013).
Im Kino war sie zuletzt im schmerzlich, intimen Drama über Kindesmissbrauch Die
Hände meiner Mutter (2015 / Regie: Florian Eichinger), sowie unter der Regie von
Oscar Preisträger Pepe Danquart in dessen Romanverfilmung Auf der anderen Seite
ist das Gras viel grüner (2016) zu sehen. Für die DISNEY Produktion The Jungle Book
(2016) leihte Jessica Schwarz der Schlange „Kaa“ ihre Stimme und in der
Neuverfilmung des Kinderbuchklassikers Hanni und Nanni (Regie: Isabel Suba) spielt
sie die Mutter der Zwillinge.
Neben ihrer Arbeit vor der Kamera übernahm Jessica Schwarz 2012 den Part der
„Louise“ in Acht Frauen auf der Bühne des Landestheaters Niederösterreich. Ebenfalls
im Jahr 2012 wurde sie mit dem Filmpreis der Stadt Hof geehrt. Auf dem Bildschirm
begeisterte sie neben vielen anderen Produktionen in der Titelrolle des RomySchneider-Biopics Romy (2008). Für ihre Leistung erhielt sie den Hessischen Filmpreis
und den Bambi. Sie war außerdem in Uwe Jansons Version von Frank Wedekinds
Lulu (2005) für den ZDF-Theaterkanal zu sehen, sowie im Mehrteiler Baron
Münchhausen (2012). Es folgten u.a. die Fernsehfilme Zweimal zweites Leben (2014),
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Hattinger und der Nebel (2015) und der Krimi Zum Sterben zu früh (2014) unter der
Regie von Lars Becker, sowie die Fortsetzung unter dem Titel Reich oder tot (2017).
Aktuell steht Jessica Schwarz gemeinsam mit Matthias Schweighöfer für die zweite
Staffel seiner Amazon Thriller-Serie You are wanted vor der Kamera.

ANJA KLING („Wuschelpuschel“)
Anja Kling zählt zu den meistbeschäftigten Schauspielerinnen Deutschlands und
beweist seit den 90er Jahren durch höchst unterschiedliche Rollen ihre darstellerische
Vielfalt. 2017 überzeugte sie in Thomas Bergers Fernsehthriller Angst – Der Feind in
meinem Haus, in den Fernsehdreiteilern Honigfrauen und Der gleiche Himmel sowie
im Film Der Kommissar und das Kind von Andreas Senn.
Anja Kling wurde in Potsdam geboren. 1989 gab sie in Herrmann Zschoches Grüne
Hochzeit ihr Leinwanddebüt. Nach der Wende schaffte sie mit der Hauptrolle in der
Fernsehserie Hagedorns Tochter an der Seite von Hansjörg Felmy ihren
gesamtdeutschen Durchbruch. Sie spielte in Matti Geschonneks Liebe Schwester,
Manfred Stelzers Komödie Irren ist sexy und Martin Eiglers Allein gegen die Angst mit.
Zu ihren bekannten Kinofilmen jener Zeit gehören Das fliegende Klassenzimmer
(2002), und Michael Bully Herbigs Blockbuster (T)Raumschiff Surprise - Periode 1
(2003).
Weitere Kinohits landete Anja Kling mit Ben Verbongs Familienkomödie Es ist ein Elch
entsprungen (2005), Anno Sauls Screwball-Komödie Wo ist Fred? (2006) mit Til
Schweiger und Jürgen Vogel, Hexe Lilli – Der Drache und das magische Buch (2008),
der Fortsetzung Hexe Lilli – Die Reise nach Mandolan (2010), der Komödie
Männersache (2009) mit Mario Barth, Mike Marzuks Neuverfilmung von Fünf Freunde
(2011), den Kinderfilmen Hanni & Nanni (2010), der Fortsetzung Hanni & Nanni 2
(2012), Sven Unterwaldts Komödie Hilfe, ich hab meine Lehrerin geschrumpft (2015),
sowie aktuell mit der Fortsetzung Hilfe, ich hab meine Eltern geschrumpft (2018).
Zu ihren wichtigsten Fernsehprojekten der vergangenen Jahre gehören Wir sind das
Volk – Liebe kennt keine Grenzen und Tod eines Mädchens von Thomas Berger, Es
war einer von uns von Kai Wessel, der Zweiteiler Die Grenze von Roland Suso Richter,
Uli Edels Dreiteiler Das Adlon. Eine Familiensaga, Uwe Jansons Hänsel und Gretel, in
dem sie eine Doppelrolle spielte, Franziska Meletzkys Es ist nicht vorbei, Kein
Entkommen von Andreas Senn, Isabel Kleefelds Chuzpe – Klops braucht der Mensch!
mit Dieter Hallervorden und Thomas Schadts Der Rücktritt.
Anja Kling wurde mit vielen Preisen ausgezeichnet. 1995 erhielt sie die Goldene
Kamera als beste Nachwuchsschauspielerin, 1998 die Goldene Nymphe und den
Kritikerpreis der Journalisten in Monte Carlo für ihre Rolle La Piovra – Lo scandalo.
Für (T)Raumschiff Surprise – Periode 1 wurde sie mit einem Bambi und dem
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Deutschen Comedypreis geehrt. Für ihre Rolle in Wir sind das Volk – Liebe kennt keine
Grenzen erhielt sie die Goldene Kamera, den Bayerischen Fernsehpreis, den Jupiter
und den Ensemblepreis des Deutschen Fernsehpreises. 2012 gewann sie den
Bayerischen Fernsehpreis für ihre Rolle in der Reihe Hannah Mangold & Lucy Palm.
2007 erschien Anja Klings erstes Buch namens „Meine kleine Großfamilie: 6
Erwachsene, 3 Kinder und jede Menge Action“.
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TECHNISCHE ANGABEN

Filmlänge
95 Minuten

Bildformat
Cinemascope, 2.39:1

Ton
5.1

FSK
Freigegeben ohne Altersbeschränkung
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